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Abstract

Commercial relational database systems today provide only limited temporal support. To address the
needs of applications requiring rich temporal data and queries, we have built TIP (TemporalInformation
Processor), a temporal extension to the Informix database system based on its DataBlade technology.
Our TIP DataBlade extends Informix with a rich set of datatypes and routines that facilitate temporal
modeling and querying. TIP provides both C and Java libraries for client applications to access a TIP-
enabled database, and provides end-users with a GUI interface for querying and browsing temporal data.

1 Introduction

Our research in temporal data warehouses [9, 10] has led us to require a relational database system with
full SQL as well as rich temporal support, in order to experiment with our temporal view-maintenance
techniques. Most commercial relational database systems support only aDATE type (or its variants). An
attribute of typeDATE can be used to timestamp a tuple with a specific point in time (e.g., “this patient was
taking Prozac as of September 1, 1999”). But for general temporal modeling, a timestamp should be able to
consist of multiple time periods (e.g., “this patient was prescribed Prozac from January to April, and then
from July to October”). Furthermore, theDATE type does not includeNOW, a special symbol interpreted as
the current (transaction) time with many uses in temporal modeling [5]. Although it is possible to encode
NOW and sets of time periods usingDATE as the only type of timestamp, doing so can lead to extremely
cumbersome queries and inefficient implementations. An alternative is to use one of the available temporal
database prototypes [3], but as we will discuss in Section 5, none of them fully meets the needs of our
temporal data warehousing application.

In recent years the major relational database vendors have introduced technologies that allow their sys-
tems to be extended with software plugins developed by users or third-party vendors. Examples include
Informix DataBlades, DB2 Extenders, andOracle Cartridges. Many extensions have been developed to
address different application areas, and some are time-related, such as time-series, spatiotemporal, and tem-
poral index extensions. Unfortunately, these extensions do not provide the general-purpose temporal support
that we need, as discussed in Section 5.

Therefore, we have built TIP (TemporalInformationProcessor), an extension to the Informix database
system based on its DataBlade technology. The TIP DataBlade implements a rich set of new datatypes
and routines that support modeling and querying of temporal data. Once the TIP DataBlade is installed in
Informix, TIP datatypes and routines become available to users as if they were built into the DBMS. Client
applications can connect directly to a TIP-enabled database through a standard API such as ODBC or JDBC,
and they can manipulate TIP datatypes using C and Java libraries provided by TIP. We also have developed
a Java TIP client with a graphical user interface for querying and browsing temporal data.
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Note that TIP does not introduce a new query language for temporal data, such as TSQL2 [7]. Instead,
TIP enables temporal queries expressed in SQL by providing an extensive set of built-in datatypes and
routines. See Section 5 for further discussion.

2 Temporal Database Features

The TIP DataBlade extends the Informix type system with the following five datatypes related to time:

• Chronon represents a specific point in time, just like SQL’s built-inDATE type. We will use
“year-month-day[ hour:minute:second]” to notate aChronon. For example, one of the more fa-
mousChronon’s is “2000-01-01 00:00:00,” or “2000-01-01” for short. (And yes, TIP is Y2K-
compliant!) Of course, TIP internally storesChronon’s (and other datatypes described below) in an
efficient binary format.

• Span is a duration of time between twoChronon’s, which can be either positive or negative. We will
use “[+|-]days[ hours:minutes:seconds]” to denote aSpan . For example, “7 12:00:00” denotes
“seven and a half days,” while “-7” denotes “seven days back.”

• Instant can be either aChronon or aNOW-relative time. ANOW-relativeInstant is represented by
an offset of typeSpan from the special symbolNOW, whose interpretation changes as time advances.
For example, “NOW-1” denotes “yesterday.”

• Period consists of a pair ofInstant’s. The firstInstantmarks the start of the period and the sec-
ond one marks the end. For example, “[1999-01-01, NOW]” denotes “since 1999,” and “[NOW-7,
NOW]” denotes “during the past week.”

• Element is a set ofPeriod’s. For example, “{[1999-01,1999-04], [1999-07,1999-10]}” de-
notes “from January to April, and then from July to October.”

These datatypes allow complex temporal data to be modeled. Consider a table that keeps track of the
prescription history for patients. We can store a patient’s date of birth as aChronon, dosage frequency as a
Span, and prescription periods as anElement. The following SQL statement is used to create the table:

CREATE TABLE Prescription

(doctor CHAR(20), patient CHAR(20), patientDOB Chronon,

drug CHAR(20), dosage INT, frequency Span, valid Element)

The TIP DataBlade also defines an extensive collection of support routines for its datatypes:

• Casts:TIP provides casts between TIP datatypes whenever appropriate. For example, aChronon can
be converted to aPeriod containing only thisChronon (e.g., “2000-01-01” becomes “[2000-01-01,
2000-01-01]”). A NOW-relativeInstant can be converted to aChronon by substituting the current
transaction time forNOW (e.g., “NOW-1” becomes “1999-09-30” if today’s date is “1999-10-01”).
TIP also uses casts to automatically convert SQL strings (in the same format as the strings we have
been using in examples) to and from TIP datatypes. For example, the following SQLINSERT state-
ment inserts the fact that Dr. Pepper has given Mr. Showbiz a long-term prescription of Diabeta start-
ing from October:

INSERT INTO Prescription VALUES

(’Dr.Pepper’, ’Mr.Showbiz’, ’1930-01-01’,

’Diabeta’, 1, ’0 08:00:00’, ’{[1999-10-01, NOW]}’)
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• Arithmetic and comparison operators:TIP overloads built-in arithmetic operators (+, -, *, /) and
comparison operators (=, <, >, etc.) to operate on TIP datatypes whenever appropriate. For example,
a Chronon minus aChronon returns aSpan, but aChronon plus aChronon returns a type error.
Another notable example is that the result of comparing aChronon to aNOW-relativeInstant may
change as time advances, because the latter is interpreted based on the value of the current transaction
time. Finally, as a general example, the following query finds all patients who were prescribed Tylenol
when they were less thanw weeks old, for input parameterw. In the query,start is a TIP routine
that returns the start time of the first period in anElement. The “::” notation is Informix’s syntax
for explicit cast, needed in this case to resolve the* operator.

SELECT patient FROM Prescription

WHERE drug = ’Tylenol’

AND start(valid) - patientDOB < ’7 00:00:00’::Span * :w

• TIP-defined routines:We have already seen a TIP routinestart in the example above. In addition to
start, TIP supports numerous routines that are useful in constructing temporal queries. For example,
TIP supports Alan’s operators [1] forPeriod’s, and forElement’s TIP supportsunion, intersect,
difference, overlaps, contains, length, etc., with their expected semantics. Using these rou-
tines, we can express many temporal queries succinctly in SQL. For example, suppose we want to
know who has taken Diabeta and Aspirin simultaneously, and exactly when they were taken together.
This temporal self-join query can be expressed in SQL as follows:

SELECT p1.*, p2.*, intersect(p1.valid, p2.valid)

FROM Prescription p1, Prescription p2

WHERE p1.drug = ’Diabeta’ AND p2.drug = ’Aspirin’

AND overlaps(p1.valid, p2.valid)

• Aggregates:TIP provides various aggregate functions for its datatypes. For example,group union

computes the union of a collection ofElement’s and returns a singleElement as the result. We
can usegroup union to express the temporalcoalesceoperation [4] in the following query, which
computes how long each patient has been on prescription medication:

SELECT patient, length(group union(valid))

FROM Prescription

GROUP BY patient

Note that we cannot replacelength(group union(valid)) with SUM(length(valid)) in the
above query. If a patient has taken multiple prescription medicines during the same period of time,
SUM(length(valid))will count the length of this period multiple times. Therefore, all prescription
periods for a patient must be temporally coalesced into oneElement before we can compute its total
length. With the help of the TIP DataBlade, we are able to express the coalesce operation without
adding new language constructs to SQL.

3 Architecture and Implementation

The major components of TIP are shown in Figure 1. TIP C and Java libraries provide the core support for
the TIP datatypes described in Section 2. Among the five datatypes,Element was the most challenging to
implement, because it contains a variable number of periods whose representation could feasibly grow quite
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Figure 1: Architecture of TIP.

large. To implement operations onElement’s such asunion andintersect, we use efficient algorithms
that execute in time linear in the number of periods.

The TIP DataBlade in Figure 1 is the component that actually brings the temporal support into Informix.
Once installed, it becomes an integral part of the DBMS; no external modules are necessary. The TIP
DataBlade is written mostly in C, and makes heavy use of the TIP C library. It also contains a small amount
of code written in SPL (Informix’s stored procedure language). The development process was supported by
tools from the Informix DataBlade Developer’s Kit.

The TIP Browser is a Java client with a Swing-based GUI for querying and browsing data stored in a TIP-
enabled Informix database. The TIP Browser connects to the database through JDBC. It uses customized
type mapping (a new feature in JDBC 2.0) to retrieve values of TIP datatypes from the database and convert
them into Java objects supported by the TIP Java library.

4 Demonstration

Our TIP demonstration (fully functional in October 1999) is based on a synthetic medical database con-
taining various types of temporal data as in the previous examples. We demonstrate a variety of temporal
queries over the database, and browse query results using the TIP Browser, as shown in Figure 2. The user
may choose to browse TIP database tables and query results according to any attribute of typeChronon,
Instant, Period, or Element. The value of this attribute specifies when a result tuple is considered to be
“valid” for the purpose of browsing. Conceptually, there is a time window of adjustable size and position
over the time line. The TIP Browser automatically highlights all result tuples that are valid in the window,
and graphically displays their valid periods within the window as segments of the time line (see the right-
most column in Figure 2). A slider interface (beneath the result display area in Figure 2) lets the user move
the window along the time line and visualize the distribution of the result tuples over time.

As discussed earlier, the special symbolNOW is interpreted as the current transaction time during query
evaluation. Therefore, a temporal query may return different results when asked at different times, even if
the underlying data remains unchanged. The TIP Browser lets the user enter a different value forNOW to
override its default interpretation, which provides “what-if” analysis by allowing queries to be evaluated in
a temporal context different from the present.

5 Related and Future Work

Other time-related extensions have been made to relational database systems.Time-seriesextensions are
designed for capturing single attribute values that change over time. We are interested in more general-
purpose temporal support, and we follow the consensus approach of TSQL2 [7] in timestamping tuples
rather than attribute values. Somespatiotemporalextensions provide period-valued tuple timestamps, but
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Figure 2: A screenshot of the TIP Browser.

they do not support timestamps containingNOW or sets of periods. Reference [2] has implemented a temporal
index for period-valued tuple timestamps. Although it handlesNOW in timestamps, it does not support general
NOW-relative time instants or sets of periods.

Because of their inherent extensibility, object-oriented database systems provide another possible plat-
form for temporal database extensions, and rich temporal data models such as [6] have been incorporated
into these systems. We chose to implement TIP in an extensible relational DBMS instead, because relational
technology and SQL are better suited to the temporal data warehousing application we plan to build using
TIP [9, 10].

There are many prototype implementations of temporal database systems; see [3] for a survey. Many of
them have limited practicality since they are built as small proof-of-concept research prototypes. There are
a few exceptions, such asTimeDBandTiger [8], which are implemented on top of a commercial relational
DBMS. Unlike TIP, however, they use a layered approach: temporal queries are translated by an exter-
nal module into standard SQL queries, which are then executed in the backend DBMS. Since the backend
DBMS has little built-in temporal support, generated queries may become very complex and potentially dif-
ficult to optimize for the underlying representation of temporal data. The layered approach also complicates
the development of client applications because all client requests must first go through the external module.
At this point, TIP is the only temporal database implementation we know of that builds temporal support
directly into an extensible commercial relational database system.

Another notable difference between TIP and other temporal database implementations is the way in
which temporal queries are supported. Other implementations usually define their own temporal query
languages, which differ from SQL to varying degrees. In contrast, TIP leaves SQL intact by allowing
temporal queries to be expressed and evaluated using the extensive collection of predefined TIP routines.
As we have seen, many temporal queries can be expressed succinctly in TIP without adding new language
constructs to SQL. As future work, we will investigate how closely TIP can approach a full-featured temporal
query language like TSQL2 in expressive power, while at the same time providing efficient temporal query
execution through its implementation as a DBMS extension.
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